TO TREND OR NOT TREND: THAT IS THE QUESTION
By Andrea Unger

To trend or not to trend, that is the question?
We are traders, we look for trends, no matter how long, long enough to ride
them and take some money out of the markets, it looks easy…well it isn’t.
Reading technical Analyses books and papers we often find strong trend
indicators in defined moves and clear extensions, so we may get confused and
consider those are the chart patterns we have to look for to enter the market.

A candle with a clearly defined body may well identify a strong will to trend in
the direction the prices showed; but the truth is that this is not an immediate
indication to enter the market.
In fact markets are like human beings, they decide after having had
indecision, they run after having had a rest.
To see if actually a message of indecision is a better information then strong
decision let’s test a very simple system with different setups. The action we will
take in our system is, on daily bars, to buy the breakout of yesterday’s high and to
exit the position on close.
The first setup will have no particular conditions, it will buy the breakout regardless
of any setup.
In the picture below you can see some examples of trade on Gold Future

We can test this system on a basket of instruments:

The tests are run without considering slippage and commissions as the
purpose is not to build a winning system but to compare market behaviour. The
entry without particular constraints shows to be profitable on most markets but
there are also some where losses are shown:

Here is the Performance Report and the Equity Line of all these markets
together:

The Equity Line includes substantial drawdowns.

We can also have a more detailed look at the best and worst report:

Now we go into our demonstration and we consider the assumption that it
might well be true that candles like the one shown in Figure 1 indicate a trend; but
our idea is that after such a day there is not immediately much left, this means
we’d prefer to follow our breakout only after days where indecision is shown, that
is, days where the distance between open and close is much less then the whole
range.
Advances in trading usually come from small changes and modifications. New
ways of using old indicators sometimes give surprising results. When testing new
ideas, whether they be original or from other sources, start by analysing the
desired indicator signal to see how often it occurs, then back test this through your
charting software or MS Excel to see how it worked historically.
Once you are satisfied that it produces a better than even chance of winning,
paper trade it in real-time for a short period to see how it performs in real-time.
Only then should hard earned cash be put on the line with 100% confidence,
that your new found method will give a better than average result.
In the next article we consider this approach.
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